Our Rig 8 is a Service King Manufacturing double drum back in unit. The drawworks main drum is grooved for 1” wire rope and the sandline drum is fitted with 9/16” sand line. This unit is powered by Series 60 Detroit Diesel electronically controlled engine with an Allison CLT-750 six speed automatic transmission. The derrick is a SKM 96 ft double, hydraulically raised and scoped with a rating of 220,000 lbs. with 6 lines.

This rig comes with a self-contained 14’ wide x 10’ long adjustable working floor. The floor has a working height of up to 14’. It comes complete with stairs and handrails.

Complimenting the Rig are Oil Country tubing tongs, Oil Country type “C” air slips, elevators for 2 3/8” and 2 7/8” tubing and 6 joints of 2 3/8” tubing.

The above equipment will be supplied with a 4 man crew and a Tool Pusher.
MUD PUMPS

The mud pump is a National JWS-340 triplex with a 10,000 PSI fluid end powered by a Detroit Diesel Series 60 electronically controlled engine and CLT-750 Allison transmission. This pump is trailer mounted with a 100 bbl. circulating tank with electric agitation, 4 x 5 centrifugal mixing pump, mixing hopper, 3 x 4 centrifugal charge pump and a single PGDS 357 linear shaker.

DOGHOUSE

Custom made trailer unit with 120 bbls water tank, 1000 gallon fuel tank, crew changing quarters, and generator room with 125 kw Kohler generator and switchgear.

AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT

- Cooper Power Swivel
- Cement Mixing Unit (200 cu ft maximum)
- B.O.P.E. - 7 1/16” double gate and Hydril with Koomey 40 gallon 3 station accumulator.
- JU Stripper Head
- 3 1/8” Drill Collars
- Swabbing Equipment